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Designing Solutions
To The World's Problems
p
ollution, genetic engineering, space exploration,
the environment. Sound like the front page of
today's newspaper? These are just a few of the
issues our world faces. Though seemingly
unrelated, all of these problems will likely be
addressed by engineers.
Cedarville College recognizes that if engineers are to design
solutions to the world's problems, they need more than mere
technical skill, they must also have character. Chuck Allport,
associate professor of engineering, states, "As Christians,
we want Christians, people with our values and
our moral basis, in the middle of these
decisions."
Academic Vice President
Dr. Duane Wood states, "We
felt there was a national
need for a school with a
foundation in chapel and
Christian ministries to train
Christian engineers." Cedarville
College welcomed its first class
of engineering students in 1990.
The Elmer W. Engstrom
Department of Engineering,
named in honor of the
former president and CEO
of RCA, offers accredited
programs leading to the
Bachelor of Science in
Mechanical Engineering and




a solid foundation in the liberal
arts, integration of biblical truth,
and broad-based engineering
coursework, resulting in an education
that is unique. Professor Allport makes
this distinction, "Our students do very
well when stacked up against people
that are just engineers, because our
students are more than engineers."
Engineering is a dynamic field. The average "half-life" of an
engineer in most industries is three to five years. That is, if they do
not continue learning, in three to five years they know only half of
what an engineer coming out of college would know. For one
aerospace company, the half-life is down to six months. "So the
emphasis at Cedarville College is to teach students the
fundamentals—how to think and how to solve problems," says
Engineering Department Chair Dr. Lawrence Zavodney. "We
produce lifelong learners who are effective in the workplace."
Over half of the engineering students at Cedarville participate on
design teams. "A lot of things in engineering are best
learned by doing," states Dr. Zavodney.
Professors agree that applied engineering
reinforces what is taught in the classroom.
"There is no question that the
exceptional faculty the Lord sent us
has made Cedarville's one of the top
engineering programs in the
country," says President Dixon. Not
only do our faculty have the
appropriate training (eight out of
twelve hold doctoral degrees),
but they bring years of
professional industry
experience to the classroom as
well. Since all classes and labs
are taught by faculty, students
benefit from one-on-one time
that is not characteristic of
larger institutions.
Modern equipment in the
Engineering/Nursing/Science Center and
the campuswide computer network,
CedarNet, comprise the technological
foundation for the program.
Prospective students, parents, graduate
schools, and employers recognize the value of
Cedarville's approach. "When recruiters come to
campus, they see that students coming out of
Cedarville College are students of high
character, students whom they could trust,"
states Dr. Zavodney. "And that is what makes
the biggest impression."
Founding The Nehemiah Bearing God's Image
Scholarship As Creator
D
r. Gene Apple was involved in the Elmer W. Engstrom Department of
Engineering long before there was an engineering program at Cedarville
College. As a member of the Board of Trustees and the President's
Associates, he was instrumental in founding the department through his
service on the Engineering Advisory Council which assisted the College
in launching the program.
It was very appropriate, then, that he and Mrs. Apple established one of the first
scholarships for engineering students, the Nehemiah Scholarship. Awarded at Honors
day, The Nehemiah Scholarship recognizes outstanding achievement by engineering
students.
Dr. Apple had a long and distinguished career at General Electric and recently retired
after serving a number of years as a vice president. In naming the scholarship, Dr. Apple
remarked that one of his principal sources of guidance and insight throughout his career
was the Old Testament book of Nehemiah.
Dr. Apple continues to serve on Cedarville's Engineering Advisory Council, a group
composed of engineering leaders who regularly meet to review the program's progress
and assist in determining new directions. He also serves as a member of the College's
Technology Advisory Council, is currently vice chairman of the Board of Trustees, and
serves on several statewide boards and commissions focused on technology.
Dr. and Mrs. EugIhe Apple con gratu Jeremy
Scholarship.Far/ow, 1997 recipient of the Nehem
Engineering Results
A
premise of Christian education is that professional subjects, bolstered
with liberal arts, grounded on biblical truths, and conveyed by a
caring faculty comprise a better system and produce a better product.
The seven-year record of Cedarville engineering bears this out.
One of the highest honors available to undergraduate engineers is
WISE—Washington Internship for Students of Engineering. Each
year, only a dozen of the brightest future leaders across the United States are
selected. For the last five years, Cedarville has had an intern participating in this
technical community-public policy interface program in Washington, D.C.
The AlliedSignal Corporation sponsors an award to recognize excellence in
engineering student professional societies. Cedarville College has won this award
the last four consecutive years, with schools such as University of Michigan and The
Ohio State University in the running.
Each year professional engineering societies, such as ASME, IEEE, and SAE,
sponsor a variety of student design competitions. During the 1996-97 academic
year, Cedarville College engineering students participated in eight of them. They
placed in the top 10 in the SAE Aero Design Competition, which challenges
students to design and build a radio-controlled plane to carry maximum cargo. The
SAE Supermileage Competition requires students to design and build a fuel-efficient
one-man car that gets the highest mileage. Cedarville took third place by achieving
over 700 miles per gallon! The SAE Micro Baja competition challenges students to
design and build a small-scale four-wheel drive "toy" truck to race through a model
track in the shortest time possible; Cedarville teams have taken third place overall
and won first in design categories. ASME sponsors a solar-powered boat race;
Cedarville students designed and built a one-man 19-foot electric boat and did very
well their first year; they placed sixth in the endurance race and 12th overall. IEEE
sponsors a micro-mouse competition in which students design and build a robot
mouse to search a maze and find the cheese, and then exit quickly. Cedarville
students also participate in an unmanned ground robot competition and recently
placed fourth.
The U.S. Department of Energy sponsors a series of design competitions studying
alternative fuels as a way to address the serious environmental challenges facing our
society. Only a dozen of the best U.S. and Canadian student teams are invited to
take part. Cedarville engineering students have participated in converting a Saturn to
hybrid electric and converting a minivan to run on liquid propane. While the other
teams represent the largest engineering programs and are usually backed by research
programs and graduate students, Cedarville College has been offered a third
consecutive two-year competition, and in June 1997 was featured in the Department




or twenty years, Jonathan
Engdahl '77 has worked as
an engineer with Rockwell
Automations Advanced
Technology, previously
known as Allen Bradley
Company.
Jon completed a computer
programming internship at Allen Bradley
while earning a degree in mathematics at
Cedarville College. Hired by Allen
Bradley Company upon his graduation,
Jon developed his engineering skills on
the job and spent 18 years in product
development. In 1990, he was named
"Engineer of the Year" by Rockwell
International.
Nearly three years ago, Jon was named
senior research engineer and is currently
researching industrial applications of virtual reality. He is striving to develop a
process known as "virtual manufacturing," which would allow a manufacturer to
prototype a manufacturing process by simulating it in 3D on the computer, rather
than spending the time, energy, and money to actually build and test the product.
Reflecting on his profession, Jon says, "The fascination with engineering is that
you are a creator. The desire to create is a common element we see in people, and
that is a part of the image of God that we bear."
Jon and his wife, Janice (Westplate '76), enjoy spending time with their children,
Nathan (16), Joshua (13), and Hannah (11), at home in Chardon, Ohio. They attend
Newbury Bible Church, where Jon is a trustee, song leader, and Sunday school
teacher. Janice is a pianist and leader for a children's program, Junior Astronauts.
Janice also home-educates the two younger children.
Cedarville's
Engineering Faculty
r. Lawrence D. Zavodney, chairman of the department, was a
member of the engineering faculty at The Ohio State University,
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, and Yarmouk
University (Jordan) before coming to Cedarville. He is an
internationally-known expert in non-linear vibrations and has
worked in the tire and nuclear power industries. His areas of
expertise include design, engineering mechanics, and advanced mathematics.
Charles W. Allport had a
distinguished career in the
United States Air Force and
in industry. He served as
director of engineering
programs, founding chair of
Cedarville's engineering
department, and pioneered
many strengths of the
program. He also serves as
assistant to the academic
vice president.
Dr. Robert Chasnov
previously taught at Liberty
University in Lynchburg,
Virginia. He is an expert in
materials and is active in
the American Society for Metals (ASM) and the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME).
Dr. Timothy Dewhurst held faculty positions at the University of Maine and
Maine Maritime Academy. He worked in the gas turbine industry and has been a
consultant to Maine industries in the areas of mechanical design, heat transfer
analysis, and quality control.
Keith Francis has been the architect of the electrical engineering program. He
structured a course of study that prepares students for the technology issues and
challenges facing industry. He came to Cedarville from Mobil Chemical.
Dr. Harwood Hegna held faculty positions at the United States Air Force
Academy and the Air Force Institute of Technology. His expertise is in fluids,
thermodynamics, aerodynamics, and advanced mathematics.
Dr. Clinton E. Kohl specializes in digital electronics, computer architecture, field
programmable gate arrays, and microprocessor systems.
Robert Laramore came to Cedarville from the Purdue University faculty. His
areas of specialization are electrical power and control systems. He is active in the
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) Power Engineering Society,
where he is chairman of the student affairs subcommittee that promotes student
activities throughout the world.
Sam SanGregory joined the faculty
after an Air Force career as a laser
systems engineer. He specializes in
microprocessors and large scale
integration.
Dr. D. Jeffrey Shortt was a
civilian employee of the U.S.
Naval Research Laboratory,
where he worked on spacecraft
electrical power subsystems.
His areas of expertise are in
non-linear control, switching
regulator design, and analog
circuit design.
Dr. Thomas Thompson has
experience as an engineer in the
plating and meat processing
industries. His areas of interest
are control and modeling of
vibrations in large structures, and
instrumentation.
Dr. Tom Wailes had a distinguished
career in the United States Air Force.
He taught graduate-level computer
engineering and semiconductor device




reating your dream job. Doing all the things
you love. Making a reality all the great ideas
you have, but never have time to do. Did you
ever wish you could do any of these? I have!
And during the summer, the opportunity for me
to do so evolved. I have officially resigned my
duties as director of alumni relations for Cedarville College,
effective as soon as a new director is hired or January I,
1998, whichever comes first. And are you ready for the great
part? If all transition of leadership goes smoothly, I will
accept a new position in the Alumni Office as part-time
assistant director. I look forward to having more time to
converse one-on-one with Cedarville alumni and share the
growth and development of our alma mater with you. God is
so good to have provided me with a seven-year career I love.
And now, He shows His goodness again by providing me
with the opportunity to continue serving alumni in a part-
time capacity and spending more days, hours, and moments
of unrecoverable time with my two precious boys!
Looking forward to a bright future for our
Alumni Association,
Jane Adams Smith '84
Director for now









Yes, that's right. Half of.
Half of all Cedarville College graduates have given a
gift toward the Annual Fund of Cedarville College
within the last five years. If you include those who gave
toward the Ministry Center Campaign, the number is
even higher. These numbers represent a significant
achievement and quite a testament to the confidence
you have in Cedarville and in current students.
Your gifts help make a Cedarville College education
affordable for students. Every gift to the Annual Fund,
no matter the dollar amount, helps support deserving
students. During 1997-98, gifts toward the Annual
Fund will help keep more than $500 from appearing on
every student's annual bill. That is a substantial
savings!
Your participation is vital! Our goal is to have 50
percent of alumni give to the Annual Fund this school
year. PARTNERS '97-98 begins September 29 at a
mailbox near you. We hope you will help us raise the
standard, but even more, we hope you will stand as a
partner with the students of Cedarville College!
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r-vi GLAD in Concert
I /I Reunions for classes ending in 2 and 7
Limited Edition Artwork Debut




featuring the Cedarville College
Department of Music
ji Food Court Luncheon
1,  Christian Youth Education Reunion
FV1 Soccer Games
Welcome Alumni Dessert Reception
5K Road Run
Alumni Tennis Match and Reunion
Consult your Homecoming brochure
for full details. All Homecoming reservations
accepted until September 29.
Need more information?
Call 1-800-837-2566
Join us for all the fun of Homecoming!
Inspire 
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Inspire is a quarterly publication of the
Cedarville College Alumni Association.
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Sandra Millikin Entner '59
Michelle Perry Hamilton '96
Jill Campbell Law '85










Please direct all comments,






unini Association N *v.
Your Alumni Council!
T
he purpose of the Alumni Association shall be the
promotion of the interests of Cedarville College and the
provision of Christian fellowship, information, education,
and service opportunities to the glory of God.
Front Row: Sherry Rotramel Bouquet '87, Rod Lane '64,
Jane Adams Smith '84
Back Row: David Bennett '87, Amy Young Womack '80, Sherri













were outlined in detail and
put to a vote of the
membership by the Alumni
Council in the Summer
1997 issue of the Inspire.
These changes were
approved through written
ballot by a large majority
and went into effect
August 1, 1997.
The changes will allow
alumni to use other avenues
of voting besides mail ballot
and allow the Alumni Council
members to fill only open
positions on the Council.
Thank you to all alumni who returned their ballots to cast a vote. We
appreciate your effort to be active and supportive members of the
Cedarville College Alumni Association.
Debbie's original artwork of Founders Hall is valued at $8,000.
All1110111111C11119...
Debra Moody Stewart's
Commissioned Original Art Of Founders Hall
T
he Alumni Council commissioned 1981 alumna Debra Moody Stewart to create an original work of art featuring historic Founders Hall.
The photo above is the nearly completed project, and 500 limited-edition full-color prints will be made available for Cedarville College
alumni and friends to purchase. Debbie will be available to personally sign and number each print purchased during the Homecoming
1997 festivities on October 17 and 18. Prints may be purchased in the lobby of the Dixon Ministry Center and will be priced at $50.
During Homecoming 1997, the public may bid on the original art through silent auction, donated to the Alumni Scholarship Fund by
Debbie. Bids will begin Friday and conclude at 7:00 p.m. on Saturday. The original will be professionally framed. If you are unable to
attend the Homecoming festivities and would like to purchase a print or place a bid, please call the Alumni Office at 1-800-837-2566 before October 10.
All proceeds from the sale of the prints and the auction of the original artwork will benefit the Alumni Scholarship Fund, which awards 13 scholarships
each year to students demonstrating academic achievement in their fields of study. Look for a detailed flyer at Homecoming or call the Alumni Office at
1-800-837-2566 for information.
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On June 1, 1997, John Wambold '95
returned to Cedarville College as the new
director of community ministries. John
joined the Division of Christian Ministries,
having had extensive experience in the
division while a student at Cedarville
College. John brings much ministry
experience from his college years, an
understanding of the mission of the
Division of Christian Ministries, and a big
heart for serving the Lord. John and his
wife, Dawn (Allen '96), have made their
home in Cedarville, having moved from
Bel!brook, Ohio where John served as an
income tax account analyst for the City of
West Carrollton. John and Dawn are
active members of Grace Baptist Church
in Cedarville.
Alumni response to the "Alumni In P int"
Inspire has been outstanding! Leslie
Leyland Fields '79 mailed two of her
works for our alumni library, The Water
Under Fish, a book of her poetry, and
The Entangling Net, a creative nonfiction
work which looks at the lives of women
in the commercial fishing business.
Leslie shares, "The writing life is a life of
pain and privilege. Above all, it is the
process of bringing every thought
captive to Christ." Leslie is currently at
work on two more books as well as
keeping up with four children. Duncan
'79 and Leslie Fields make their home in
Kodiak, Alaska.
In May 1997, Sue Edwards Helmick '86
became the secretary for the Elmer W.
Engstrom Department of Engineering at
Cedarville College. With a gift for
organization, Sue thrives on handling
details for special events and student
competitions, as well as assisting 11
faculty members. "The faculty I work with
are great," Sue comments. Keeping track
of engineering alumni keeps her busy,
too. She eagerly anticipates interacting
with students as they return for the
1997-98 school year. Sue, her husband,
John '88, and their daughter, Erin (3),
have made their home in Cedarville.
Cedarville College welcomes visiting
professor Dr. Richard Chewning, the
Chavanne Professor of Christian Ethics
in Business at Baylor University.
Dr. Chewning will be on campus fall
quarter to interact with Cedarville faculty
and students on the topic of faith and
learning. His goal is to have faculty bring
an increasingly deeper, richer approach
to biblical integration to the classroom.
Dr. Chewning is the author of more than
70 books and articles demonstrating the
relationship between a Spirit-nurtured,
biblically-guided faith and a person's
learning. His four-volume series,
Christians In The Marketplace, is
considered the most significant body of
literature on the subject of biblical





herish Clark Lesko '96 credits her engineering
courses in materials at Cedarville with sparking
an interest that has led her into a doctoral
program in material science at the University of
Delaware College of Engineering.
While at Cedarville, Cherish was an active




on the Saturn REV
team one year and
battery chief the next,
and led the SAE
science outreach to a
local elementary
school. Her student
internship was at the
General Motors/Delphi
plant in Vandalia, Ohio.
She also held the




engineering honor society Tau Beta Alpha.
Cherish's senior design project combined her interest in
material science with her college-long participation in the
aerodesign competition. Her project focused on using a
composite material for aircraft landing gear, and she won
first place in the Aerospace Atlantic Competition for college
and university design projects. Her work also attracted the
attention of the department chair of material science at the
University of Delaware and led to her appointment in the
graduate program. She held a teaching assistantship her first
year and is now a research assistant. A portion of her
research, which focuses on Raman spectroscopy for use in
determining crystal orientation in polymer fibers, is
conducted jointly at the University and at DuPont.
Cedarville's engineering program was also where Cherish
met Joseph Lesko, and they were married in December 1996.
Joseph completed his electrical engineering degree at
Cedarville in 1995 and is employed as an engineer at
AstroPower, Inc., working in solar cell technology research
and development.
Cherish was active in Christian ministries while at
Cedarville, serving on an MIS team to Hungary and in
AWANA in her local church all four years. She currently
leads the AWANA Cubbies program at her local church, and




aving spent his elementary and high school
years in the rural community of Cedarville,
Andrew Shearer '94 wanted to attend a
Christian college somewhere other than five
miles from home. But as he visited several
other institutions, Andy shares, "I could not
find one that satisfied my criteria academically, as well as one
that maintained the same spiritual atmosphere I recognized at
Cedarville."
So, the fall of 1990 found Andy as a freshman at none other
than Cedarville College. An excellent student and role model,





















Between his sophomore and junior years, Andy toured the
western United States with a Swordbearers ministry team. A
member of a church in California befriended Andy and
offered, "If you ever need a job, call me." Two years later,
Andy did just that and was put in contact with a Christian
manager at Hughes Space and Communications Corporation
in California.
As a mechanical engineer for Hughes, Andy designs space
blankets for communications satellites. Because of direct sun
exposure and the lack of atmosphere, a satellite may be
Andy and Sarah
wed June 14, 1997.
Building A Radio
n his freshman year at Cedarville College, Allan
McGuire '95 already knew what his senior
engineering design project would be. Allan's dad, a
chief engineer with Trans World Radio (TWR) in
Swaziland, Africa, challenged Allan to build a
desperately-needed part for a transmitter. So Allan
did! Along with his senior design project partner, Chris
Handel '95, Allan developed and built the modulation
monitor filters used by TWR at one of their 12 major
transmitting sites in Albania. Even though Allan had his
father's challenge and he grew up with a knowledge of
TWR's work around the world, Allan did not know he would
use his engineering career on the mission field. Allan credits
Cedarville College with providing key spiritual development
opportunities, Bible study, ministry opportunities,
management skills, and people skills which God used to lead
Allan into full-time missionary service.
After graduation, Allan married his wife, Joyce, on
August 12, 1995. Less than a year later, the McGuires
embarked on a six-month mission trip with TWR to
Bratislava in the Slovak Republic. The goal was to install a
satellite uplink system which enables TWR to reach more
than 22 million households across the European continent.
The TWR team started with an empty building, set up
machinery, connected wiring, and developed an









and Joyce now look
forward to a four-






33 languages, holds a
potential listening
audience of 700 million people, and provides local churches
with access to distribute programming on local FM stations in
their city. TWR also works with mission agencies to reach
areas starving to hear more about Jesus. TWR cites that two
new churches a day result from new believers listening to
broadcasts.
Allan and Joyce are excited about the Swaziland
opportunity. Appointed May 31, 1997, they have already
raised more than eight percent of needed support. Allan
quotes this challenge that keeps him focused as they prepare
to go to Africa, "I can use engineering to save physical lives,
but God can use engineering to save souls."
subjected to temperatures ranging from -250°F to +250°F
within an area as small as two inches. The space blankets
which Andy designs provide thermal stability for the
satellites, as well as electrical isolation for the different
materials used in manufacturing.
But finding employment was not the only blessing God had
in store during Andy's Swordbearers experience. Andy also
became acquainted with a young Christian woman named
Sarah, who is now his wife! The Shearers have settled in El
Segundo, California. Reflecting on that summer with
Swordbearers, Andy says, "I have learned that God blesses us
as a result of ministry, not just with spiritual fruits, but
sometimes with fringe benefits as well!"
Heritage Corner
Educators Meet For Annual Luncheon
T
hirty-eight retired teachers gathered on
Monday, July 7 for a delightful luncheon and
program. This special group of ladies, all
alumnae of Cedarville College, first gathered
in a fellow teacher's home for lunch with the purpose of
fellowship and sharing. Over the years, as more and
more ladies heard about the gathering of Cedarville
College alumnae and were invited, the luncheon moved
to the campus. This year's guest speaker, Anna Ruth
Hille, challenged the ladies with the topic "Educating for
a Lifetime." Anna Ruth shared insightful stories of how
retired teachers can continue to influence young
INfICOMF,
Cedarville College
children. Thank you to the 1997 luncheon committee„Jane McVey '51, Jean McVey King '51, and
Florence Bowers '47, who planned this delightful event.
Heritage Alumnus Shares Lifelong Career
n 1995, A. B. "Doc" Evans '29 returned
to Cedarville College for a special Chapel
interview with Dr. Paul Dixon. In this
interview, Doc told about the early years
of Cedarville College, his special relationship with










Having grown up in Rhode Island, Doc Evans
traveled to Ohio to attend Cedarville College in
1925. After two years at Cedarville, he went on to
graduate from The Ohio State University's School
of Agriculture in 1929 with a degree in science
and agriculture. He began his agricultural career in
1930 working as a hired hand
on an area farm, earning $7.50
a week along with room and
board for him and his wife,
Ruth (Dobbins '26). After 10
years of hard work, he moved
to breeding hogs, working with
his father-in-law on a rented
farm. They started with just a
few hogs and eventually
developed Ferndale Farms on
Route 72 in Cedarville, which
consists of hundreds of acres
of land and has one of the
oldest and largest purebred
Hampshire hog herds in the United States. In
addition to breeding Hampshire hogs, the Evanses
also raised purebred Angus cattle and registered
quarter horses.
Throughout their lives, Doc and Ruth remained
active in the United Presbyterian Church in
Cedarville and raised their two sons in a Christian
home.
Doc developed a special relationship with former
President Eisenhower when he was appointed by
the President to a commission of businessmen
pertaining to agriculture. Doc served the
commission for eight years, traveling back and
forth from Washington, D.C. while maintaining
his farm and business. The President also
appointed Doc as a delegate to visit the European
Common Market and United Nations meetings in
Geneva, Switzerland. Doc's mission was to
observe and determine the best course of action
for United States involvement in these
organizations. Doc was very honored to have been
a part of this historic event.
Doc was recognized for his
outstanding achievements and
contributions to agriculture
when he was inducted into the
Ohio Agricultural Hall of Fame
in 1975 at The Ohio State
University Rhodes Center. Doc
Evans has been an important
friend of Cedarville College.
With his outstanding











50 Year Cluster Reunion Banquet
President's Dining Room
Class of 1946, 1947, and 1948
For more information,
call the Alumni Office at
1-800-837-2566.
Getting A Head Start At The 'Ville
edarville College welcomed a record 48 high
school juniors to the 1997 Summer Studies
Program. Twenty-five of them were children of
alumni who were taking advantage of the
Alumni Tuition Scholarship so that they could
experience the life of a Cedarville student.
The Summer Studies Program allows a high school student,
who is between his junior and senior years in high school, to
take classes and participate in activities while living on the
Cedarville campus. The focus of the program is the spiritual,
academic, and social development of the student. Each young
person takes two college classes and participates in Chapel
services and planned activities aimed at giving them a full
"Cedarville experience."
Our 48 students all expressed great pleasure with the
program. They were especially impressed with the academic
rigor of the classes and their own personal spiritual growth
over the three week period. They are looking forward to
continuing their experience as full-time students in another
year. We look forward to seeing them here!
To find out more about next year's Summer Studies Program
or the Alumni Tuition Scholarship, please contact the Alumni
Office at 1-800-837-2566 or the Summer School Office at
937-766-7953.
Operating under a strategy of moderate
managed growth, the College expects to
start the 1997-98 school year with an
enrollment of 25-50 students more than last
year's 2,509. David Ormsbee '78, vice
president for enrollment management,
estimates 780 new students will join the
College this fall. Students continue to cite
value as a major reason for choosing
Cedarville. The College's total 1997-98
costs of $14,028 are significantly below the
national average, yet national publications
continue to recognize Cedarville for its
academic quality and pervasive application
of technology.
Cedarville College was well represented
among the 55 individuals who attended the
Association of Baptists for World Evangelism
(ABWE) Candidate Seminar at their
International Headquarters from June 27-July
13, 1997. The following alumni attended: Jeff
Beverly '93N (Mexico), Jill Ernst Billington '91
(Quebec, Canada), Tina Wagner Curby '80N
(central and eastern Europe), Dr. Heather
Fowler '90 (Bangladesh), Peni Howder '89
(Bangladesh), Doug Phillips '87 (Togo, West
Africa), Chris Pilet '88 (Mongolia), Randy '93
and Sarah Good Southwell '93 (Brazil), and






The Cedarville College sports information
website garnered second place nationally for
the 1996-97 school year in a contest
sponsored by the National Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA). The site,
constructed and maintained by Mark
Womack '83, sports information director, is
located at http://yellowjackets.cedarville.edu. It
is filled with schedules, rosters, stats, photos,
and more on every Yellow Jacket team.
Fast-becoming a popular campus event, the
annual Cardboard Canoe Race is held
during Homecoming festivities. All first-
quarter freshman engineering students at
Cedarville College are required to take
Introduction to Engineering Design, a course
which introduces students to engineering as
a profession—what it is, what engineers do,
and how they do it. In a project intended to
give students experience at problem-solving,
teams of four students must design and build
a container that will transport them across
Cedar Lake. For materials, they are given a
roll of thin cardboard that is 36 inches wide
and 70 feet long, as well as two rolls of 2-
inch wide cellophane tape. Each team's goal
is to successfully cross the lake, pull their
canoe from the water without losing any
pieces, and cross the finish line! Each
member of the team which finishes first
receives a scientific calculator. All in good
spirit, the sinkers receive a rubber duck that
floats! Be sure to watch for the Fourth
Annual Cardboard Canoe Race on Friday
afternoon of Homecoming 1997!
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John Potter '79 has returned to
Cedarville College as a counselor in
the Counseling Services Office. John
received an M.A. in biblical studies at
Dallas Theological Seminary in 1993
and an M.A. in counseling from Amber
University in Dallas in 1996. After
teaching high school at Bethesda
Christian Schools in Brownsburg,
Indiana, John served as assistant
campus pastor at Cedarville from 1981
to 1984 and was an associate pastor at
Airport Baptist Church in Des Moines,
Iowa before entering graduate school.
John and his wife, Ginny (Decker '80),
have two sons, Stephen (14) and
Matthew (12).
CONSTRUCTION
A new baseball/softball complex is
under construction on the north end of
Cedarville's campus. Pete Reese '60,
director of athletic facilities, has
designed the facility and he, along with
brother Gene Reese, are leading the
construction which is to be completed
in time for the 1999 season. The
complex is certain to be one of the
finest in the country with natural turf
fields, featuring an irrigation system,
press box, and electronic scoreboard.
The facility will make room for future
buildings on the current baseball and
softball field sites.
After 19 years of service, Cedarville
College wished a fond farewell to Joan
Street as she packed her bags and
moved west. As resident director of
Maddox Hall for the last 15 years,
Mrs. Street cherished the relationships
she built with students. "It was a joy to
help young women see the Lord
working in their lives and encourage
them to keep their eyes on completing
their goals for education and spiritual
growth," she reflects. Living in
Spokane, Washington, Mrs. Street
looks forward to teaching in women's
ministry at Trinity Baptist Church, as
well as giving piano lessons. Having
spent the last 19 years near her son
and his family, John '76 and Janie
Neely Street '78, who live in
Miamisburg, Ohio, she is eager to now
share her time with her two daughters
and their families—including six
grandchildren—on the west coast!
Are you an entrepreneur? Have you had
unique opportunities in business since
your experience at Cedarville College?
Has the Lord used you in an exciting
way in the marketplace? A future issue
of Inspire will recognize alumni who
have made their profession in business
or industry, as well as introduce alumni
to exciting changes in Cedarville's
Department of Business Administration.
If you have an interesting story to tell,




After less than a year of revamping Ced
arville College Alumni Gatherings, the
Regional Area Fellowship Programs for Cedarville College Alumni have met
overwhelming response of alumni involvement.
The purpose for the Regional Area Fellowship Program is twofold:
1) To facilitate interaction and information among Cedarville College alumni who
live in the same geographic region and
2) To promote fellowship, support, and networking among
Cedarville College alumni.
Most alumni associations accomplish alumni networking and morale development
through dues-paying membership to a "local chapter" of the institution's alumni
association. The Cedarville College Alumni Association offers this complimentary
service to every alumnus and senior student.
What does the Regional Area Fellowship Program offer alumni of Cedarville
College? Cedarville College information, area events, career networking, regional
information, connection with prospective students, and ministry opportunities.
Picture this scenario...You live in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, and your company just
transferred you and your family to Washington, D.C. You're thinking...Where do we
look for housing? Are there good school districts for our three children? We love our
church in Oklahoma; where do we begin looking for a solid, Bible-teaching church?
What about public transportation? Insurance, banking, taxes? Will there be anyone
in Washington we know?
Thanks to the Washington, D.C. Area Fellowship Program, finding the answers to
some of your questions can be easier than you think. One call to the Cedarville
College Alumni Office connects you with the Washington, D.C. Area Coordinator,
Barb Lepine Jenista '70. The Alumni Office gives you contact information for Barb,
you place a call to her, she gives you helpful information and contact information for
a few more alumni in the area— perhaps another alumnus who works for the same
company, or an alumnus who lives in the same outlying town in which you are
interested in finding housing.
Or how about this scenario? You are a youth group leader in your church, and
10 of the teens want to visit Cedarville College, but you live in Worcester,
Massachusetts. You are not independently wealthy and can't afford to fly the teen
group to campus. Because you're a Cedarville College alum, you have, however,
received an invitation to an upcoming Boston Area Fellowship Event which features
the Kingsmen Quartet in concert and desserts complimentary to all. And because
Boston is close, you invite the teens to attend with you and introduce them to
Cedarville College at the fellowship event. So you call Julie Buckley '93, the Regional
Area Coordinator for the Boston area and you find out that not only will the
Kingsmen Quartet be there, but Roscoe Smith '82, director of admissions, is going to
be the college representative at the event. Perfect! You may tell Julie that you are
even willing to be a contact person for the Worcester area so that when other teens
who are interested in Cedarville need someone to talk with, they can call you.
The scenarios are endless! Opportunities to network with and serve Cedarville
College alumni exist daily. Alumni response to become involved has been
overwhelming. In a few short months 21 regions have established Regional Area
Coordinators and most have a network of contact persons in place. A list of areas
that need active fellowships to emerge are also listed. Regional Area Coordinators,
who are willing to serve as the catalyst for networking, information, and events in the
area, need to step forward. To become involved, just express your interest in getting
more information about becoming a Regional Area Coordinator with the Alumni
Office: 1-800-837-2566 or alumni@cedarville.edu.
Seeking every opportunity to serve Cedarville College alumni is a primary goal
for the Alumni Association, the Alumni Council representatives, and the Alumni
Office staff. Thanks for your involvement which helps serve over 12,000 active















































New York City Fellowship



































































































































Jim Murdoch '87 recently spent two
years abroad as a Fulbright scholar.
He has been researching at the
Hegel Archives in Bochum and at the
Free University in Berlin, Germany,
and has presented papers at
universities and conferences
throughout Germany, as well as in
Spain and France. Jim's dissertation
is titled "Alterity in Hegel," and
considers the social relevance of
Marx and Derrida as critics of Hegel,
examining their criticisms in light of a
reconsideration of Hegel's text. The
dissertation is in pursuit of a degree
from Fordham University in the Bronx
and is being directed by Professor
Merold Westphal, who has spoken at
Cedarville College on various
occasions. Jim also gave lectures in
Germany and Switzerland during the
summer of 1997.
Mark your calendars! It's time to hit
the hardwood. Plans are already
underway for an exciting Alumni
Basketball Weekend scheduled for
January 30 and 31. Join us at
Cedarville College for exciting
basketball action, concerts, and an
after-the-game reception. See you
there!
Mark Bohland '74, owner of
Maranatha Photography in Mansfield,
Ohio, has earned the degree of
photographic craftsman from the
Professional Photographers of
America. Mark, who has lectured to
photographic organizations in several
states, earned the degree for his
efforts in "sharing the craft of
photography" with his colleagues in
the industry.
In addition to lecturing, other
requirements for the degree were
fulfilled by participation in continuing
education seminars and by
submitting artistic portraits, which
received exceptional scores from a
review board of master
photographers. Several of these
portraits, as well as others by the
artist, can be seen on his website at
www.mphoto.com.
One of Mark's portraits, Rose
Petals, a story-telling portrait of two
young girls, was chosen for inclusion
in the permanent traveling loan
collection of the Professional
Photographers of America. "We are
pleased to have received this double
recognition from our peers," said
Mark.
This is the second portrait that
Mark has had accepted into this
prestigious collection. Promise Me
Forever, an engagement portrait
created on the coast of Maine, was
accepted in 1992.
The Professional Photographers
of America is the oldest photographic
professional association in America.
It exists to assist its more than
14,000 members in achieving their
artistic and professional goals, to
promote public awareness of
professional quality photographic
images, and to advance both the art
and science of visual imagery.
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A major component of any engineering
program is a solid background in
mechanics, the relationship between
forces and motion. In order to help
students understand Newton's second
law, the "ball-catcher" project was
integrated into Cedarville's program to
give students a design experience in
optimization. Given only coffee stirring
sticks and a small tube of Elmer's glue,
students are challenged to design a
lightweight structure that will span 20"
and catch a baseball dropped from a
second story balcony. Students earn
points for a written report, as well as for
creativity, weight, and reliability of the
"ball-catcher." Each student's goal is to
build the lightest weight structure that
captures and holds the baseball. What
may take hours for students to design
and build is often shattered in less than a
second!
The first Cedarville College women's
varsity soccer season kicks off this
fall with 14 matches on the schedule.
Dave Dillon, a 1978 graduate of Faith
Baptist Bible College, has been
named head coach, while Dawn Allen
Wambold '96, will serve as assistant
coach. During Homecoming
Weekend, the Lady Jackets will host
the University of Dayton club team at
4:00 p.m. on Friday, October 17.
In an ongoing effort to upgrade
residence hall facilities, the College
funded well over $.75 million in summer
1997 projects. The third and final phase
of a major renovation to Faith Hall is
pictured above. Over the past three
years, the interior of "Old Faith" was
totally rebuilt. Once dreary and small,
the new bright and spacious rooms
feature a study area separate from the
rest of the room. Lounge space and
bathrooms were included in the
upgrades.
Other summer projects included all
new furniture, carpeting, and paint in the
front half of Faith Hall; new carpeting in
Willetts central; and the replacement of
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In conjunction with the General Association of
Regular Baptist Churches National Conference,
Cedarville College hosted an alumni and friends
dessert reception on Monday, June 23. The
Kingsmen Quartet performed, and Dr. Dixon
addressed the crowd of more than 400 alumni and
friends of Cedarville College. Cedarville College
trustee, William "Chip" Bernhard '77, attended the
reception along with his wife, Margie (Covey '75),
and children—Benjamin, Carl, and Kelly.
New Life Island on the Delaware River
A picture-perfect day and wonderful hospitality greeted approximately 80
alumni who gathered on New Life Island, Saturday, June 14. This day-long
adventure allowed alumni to come and go as needed and to enjoy a wealth of
activities on the island—swimming, river tubing, tennis, basketball, camping,
and more. Our thanks to Norm MacKenzie '81 and family for planning,
hosting, and preparing the meal. This joint venture with New York,
Philadelphia, and New Jersey Area Fellowships is destined to become an
annual event. Bob Blumenstock '62N, the Regional Area Coordinator, is












Forty alumni enjoyed a day at the Center of Science
and Industry (COSI) on May 10. After the lunch
hour, Cedarville College alumni gathered in the
Cracker Jack Exploration Room for a photo, time of
fellowship, and challenge from Jane Romig
Brooker '86. Jane and her husband, Scott '86, are
involved with Athletes in Action in the Cincinnati
area. Our thanks go to Ron Thomas '77 and Dave
Bennett '87 for planning this activity. The
Columbus Area Fellowship serves 677 alumni.
Gull Lake, Michigan
Raleigh, North Carolina
The Cedarville College Lifeline Players provided entertainment for
approximately 40 alumni and friends at Trans World Radio Headquarters in
Cary, North Carolina on July 25. Thanks to hosts Kevin and Jan Beesley
Smith '71 who arranged for the group's performance and a build-your-own ice
cream sundae buffet. Regional Area Coordinators for North Carolina were also
recruited at this gathering, and more definition for geographical breakdown
was given to the state. Alumni records indicate that 102 alumni live in the
Raleigh/Durham/Charlottesville areas.
Approximately 40 alumni enjoyed interaction with Cedarville College
president, Dr. Paul Dixon, at Gull Lake, Michigan on Wednesday,
July 9. A reception for alumni and friends was held following the
evening chapel service where Dr. Dixon addressed the group and met
with alumni over dessert. Mark Kordic '87N, Dr. James Colman, and




September 20 Columbus Zoo (Ohio)
TBA Boston, Massachusetts
TBA Cincinnati, Ohio





































































For more information on these
events, call the Alumni Office at
1-800-837-2566
50s
Max Tucker '53 is pastor of Norwood Baptist Church
in Cincinnati, Ohio. In April 1997, the church hosted
the Cedarville College Kingsmen Quartet. Norwood
Baptist Church is "home" for Cedarville president,
Dr. Paul Dixon, and the church faithfully sends students
to Cedarville College.
60s
Norman Nicklas '64 was selected
as the 1997 Grand Rapids Baptist
Seminary (GRBS) Alumnus of the
Year for his faithful service in the
global advancement of Christ's
church. The award was presented to
him by Doug Phillips '82, GRBS
Alumni Board Representative, in February 1997. Norm
and his wife, Evelyn (Thoms '64), are the parents of
three adult sons, Michael, Robert, and Timothy '96.
The Nicklas family served three terms of missionary
service in Sao Paulo, Brazil. Norman now serves as
executive administrator for North America with
Association of Baptists for World Evangelism (ABWE).
He also participates as a speaker in missionary
conferences, church growth seminars, and modules on
church planting at various colleges and seminaries.
David Warren '64 received an honorary doctor of
divinity degree from Grand Rapids Baptist Seminary
during commencement exercises on May 17, 1997. He
was recognized for his many years of excellent service
in teaching, pastoral ministry and preaching, and
scholarship and writing. As professor of Bible at
Cedarville College, Dave serves as director of pastoral
internships for Bible majors. He and his wife, Pat
(Schonscheck '63), reside in Cedarville, and have four
children—Janice Supplee '86, Cheryl Brugel '90,
Dave '93, and Mark, a senior at Cedarville College.
rrrffil
70s
Joyce Wall Hutchison '74 and her
husband, John, reside in Springboro,
Ohio. They delight in a daughter, Jennifer
Lynn (3). After teaching for twenty years
in Dayton Public Schools, Joyce is a stay-
at-home mom. John is a computer
programmer with BDM Federal.
Rex Rogers '74 has written a book titled
Seducing America: Is Gambling A Good Bet?, which
features the history of gambling, the devastating impact
gambling has on lives, and the Christian perspective,
including what Christians can do to get involved in
fighting legalized gambling. Rex is president of
Cornerstone College and Grand Rapids Baptist
Seminary. He is the author and voice of the daily radio
program "Making A Difference." He also writes and
speaks on Christian higher education, conservative
politics and free enterprise economics, and sociocultural
trends. He and his wife, Sarah (Stone '74), have four
children.
Richard McGhee '75 has taken a faculty position as
director of church planting at Baptist Bible Seminary in
Clarks Summit, Pennsylvania. Rich served for 22 years
as associate pastor at Bethesda Baptist Church in
Brownsburg, Indiana. He is married to former Alumni
Council member Yvonna Cope McGhee '73.
Dan '77 and Martha Sprano
Riedel '79 live in Revere,
Pennsylvania. The Riedel
family hosted director of
alumni relations Jane Adams
Smith '84 and her family when
they attended the New Life
Island alumni gathering in June
1997. Both are employed by
Cardon Industries, Dan is a
senior graphic designer, and
Martha authors publications.
Dennis '78 and Jana Hoffer Burns '77 reside in
Kenton, Ohio, where Dennis is pastor of Faith Baptist
Church. In March 1997, members and guests of the
church enjoyed a Saturday evening dinner and concert
with the Cedarville College Swordbearers.
David Denny '78 has been called as pastor of Harmony
Baptist Church in Caldwell, Ohio. He and his wife,
Lola (Sharp '80N), previously served in ministry at
Calvary Baptist Church in Cadosia, New York.
80s
Dan Fullmer '80 has been called as associate pastor of
Rice Lake Baptist Church in Grant, Michigan.
Ginny Decker Potter '80 was recently named "Teacher
of the Year" in Garland, Texas.
Teresa Heeney Estes '83 and her husband, Don, have
moved from Arvada, Colorado to Scottsbluff, Nebraska.
In April 1997, Teresa was hired by the Minatare Public
Schools in Minatare, Nebraska, to teach K-12 general,
vocal, and instrumental music. Don is the distance
learning coordinator at Western Nebraska Community
College. The Estes have two children, Annemarie (11)
and Jon-Michel (7).
John Foreman '83 has received an appointment from
the New Mexico State Board of Education to serve as a
commissioner to the New Mexico Non-Public School
Commission. The commission's primary role is to
oversee and approve non-public school accreditation
throughout the state. John currently serves as
administrator at Mesilla Valley Christian School in Las
Cruces, New Mexico. He and his wife, Kathy
(Ormsbee '83), have a son, Caleb (1).
Jonathan Sachs '84 is attending Information
Technology Institute in Toronto, Ontario, Canada. He is
enrolled in a nine-month program for those who already
have college degrees in a different field, but who want
to work in information technology as systems analysts,
software developers, network administrators, and the
like. Jonathan anticipates continuing to use his
knowledge of biblical languages and theology gained in
seminary by leading Bible studies and serving in other
areas of ministry as God gives opportunity.
Alvin Yoder '84 received a master of arts degree from
Ashland Theological Seminary in December 1996.
Will Marling '86 has earned a doctor of ministry
degree from Reformed Theological Seminary in
Orlando, Florida. Will and his wife, Cheryl
(Spradlin '84), reside in New Albany, Ohio.
Amy Johnston Trammell '86 shares in a recent letter
to the Alumni Office, "I want everyone to know how
much your prayers meant to me and my family. I want
all to know that God has answered our prayers in a
glorious way!" After Amy's third child was born July 4,
1996, she began experiencing severe breathing
problems. Ultimately, she was diagnosed with post-
partum cardiomyopathy. For several months she was on
strict bedrest and was told that most people with
Alums Experience Handover
Of Hong Kong
As related by David Ormsbee '78
When friends and acquaintances learned I wasgoing on a two-week tour of China, theyoften asked me "Why travel to China?" My
response was, "Why not?" China, as the planet's
oldest continuous civilization, is also the world's most
populous nation. To put it in perspective, one out of
every five people walking on the face of the earth
lives in China! 'This nation also boasts the world's
second largest economy, larger than Japan's and
somewhat smaller than that of the United States.
However, China's economy is growing quickly,
posting double-digit growth in each of the last five
years. And finally, analysts predict that while the
United States dominated the 20th century, China and
her Asian neighbors will play a key role in the 21st
century. I had the opportunity to travel with five Myron Youngman '76, Chuck '77 and Becky Reid
others associated with Cedarville College—Audrey Elliott '77, Dave Ormsbee '78, and Rebecca Reid '87
and Harmon Bergen, Shirley Schneider '86H, and enjoyed a Cedarville reunion in Hong Kong while
Ida '63N and Ken St. Clair. Our tour involved witnessing that country's handover of Hong Kong to
approximately two days in six major cities—Hong the People's Republic of China.
Kong, Guilin, Hangzhou, Suzhou, Shanghai, and
Beijing. Whether traveling the countryside by train, bouncing along a road by bus, floating down a canal by
boat, or flying over the region by plane, we were impressed with the tremendous advancement underway.
Huge construction cranes marked the skyline of every major city we toured in China. Small shops run by
eager entrepeneurs filled most blocks. Economic expansion is a national goal that has captured the attention
of the entire population.
We also visited the training center with which Myron Youngman '76, president of The Kaifa Group,
works. To take advantage of the demand for training in Western lousiness techniques and philosophy, the
center offers management and language training for Chinese and international managers in Beijing.
Cedarville alumni Jim '66 and Judy Spear Engelmann '67 will be teaching at the center starting in
September. A retired hospital executive, Luke Miller (father of Craig '79, 'Brian '82, and Ann Baird '90)
helped Myron with much of the initial establishment throughout the first half of 1997. Additional teachers
will be needed as the center expands into its full curriculum.
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cardiomyopathy have severely limited lives, must
undergo heart transplants, and have markedly shortened
life spans. However, a test in May 1997 revealed that
her heart was no longer enlarged or dilated, and its
function had improved to near normalcy. "We give
100 percent of the credit and glory to God, but we
know He uses physicians and the prayer of His saints to
work those miracles." The Tratnmells appreciate the
many prayers that were offered up by the Cedarville
College family for their family, including children
Scott (5), Joseph (3), and Tara (1). As a result of these
experiences, Amy and her husband, Tony, have begun
teaching the college and career class in their church,
The Baptist Tabernacle, in Carlisle, Ohio.
Carol Bliss '87 has returned to the Cedarville College
staff as secretary to Brandon Waltz '87, the director of
drama teams. From 1990 to 1995, Carol used her
secretarial skills in the Campus Activities Office.
Melissa Runion Elliott '88 and her husband, Tim, are
moving to Australia in September 1997 and look
forward to being involved in ministry. They met in
Australia while Melissa was on a Cedarville MIS trip.
The Elliotts have two daughters, Chloe (3) and
Naomi (2).
Dan Erlandson '88 graduated with honors June 28,
1997 from the American Bankers Association's Stonier
Graduate School of Banking. Students at Stonier
participate in a two- or three-year curriculum, which
focuses on technical knowledge as well as managerial
and leadership skills needed for effective bank
management. Dan is vice president of National City
Bank of Dayton, Ohio. Dan and his wife, Louanne
(Cruz '89), have one son, Daniel.
John '88 and Sue Edwards Helmick '86 have created
Ohio Property Inspection Services (OPIS) to meet the
demands of recent regulations targeting the real estate
industry. OPIS provides new and existing property
owners with peace of mind through lead-based paint
testing and consultation services using state-of-the-art
portable x-ray fluorescence technology. Every surface
in a home can be analyzed for lead using this
instrumentation, and OPIS provides recommendation on
how to control lead hazards in the home if lead-based
paint is found. The Helmicks reside in Cedarville, Ohio
and can be reached by calling 1-888-296-OPIS or by
e-mail at OPIS1@juno.com.
Craig '89 and Tricia Kellogg Fee '91 spent the last
year in Lima, Peru, working in a children's home with
Kids Alive International. Craig has now accepted a
position as accountant for all overseas missionaries for
Word of Life. The Fees are living in Schroon Lake,
New York with their son, Andrew (1).
Diane Taylor McDivitt '89N has been a librarian at
Ernst & Young since 1989, when she completed her
degree from Cleveland State University. Diane and her
husband, Timothy, have two boys, Daniel (2) and
Nathan (5 months). They reside in Berea, Ohio.
James Welch '89 earned a master of divinity degree
from The Southern Theological Seminary in Louisville,
Kentucky. Commencement exercises were held May 23,
1997.
John Willer '89 recently completed his residency in
ophthalmology at Grandview Hospital/Ohio University,
and has joined another eye surgeon in private practice
in Fort Worth, Texas.
90s
Steve Brumbaugh '90 has been hired as head men's
tennis coach at the University of Dayton (Ohio). He has
been head tennis pro at Troy Country Club since 1994
and assistant tennis pro at Schroeder Tennis Center
since 1996. Steve ami his wife, Jennifer (Smith '92),
live in West Milton, Ohio with their son, Matthew (1).
Sandra Hitchcock '90 shares with alumni that her
husband, Clarence "Butch" DeBartolo, died of cancer
on July 13, 1997. She and her two daughters, Brittany
and Cecelia, live in Jeffersonville, Ohio.
Jodi Wilson Miklas '91 and her husband, George, are
counselor parents at George Junior Republic (GJR) in
Grove City, Pennsylvania. GJR is a juvenile
rehabilitation facility for behaviorally disruptive young
men who have committed minor offenses. Jodi and
George's responsibilities consist of counseling,
teaching, and supervising 14 of 500 residents. In
addition to their work at GJR, the Miklases have a
unique music ministry that includes harmonica and
vocal selections. Miklas Music Ministry is available for
concerts, banquets, revival meetings, and special events
year-round. For scheduling and concert information, or
to request a demo tape, please contact them by calling
412-458-9330, ext. 3256 or by e-mail at
harmonicat@usa.com.
Greg Perelka '91 is loan processing supervisor at
Metropolitan Savings Bank in Mayfield Heights, Ohio.
Patricia Allen '92 recently accepted the position of
marketing coordinator for Southwestern Educational
Publishing in Cincinnati, Ohio. She is in charge of
inventory management, promotional material
development, and catalog development for the English
and Communications Publishing Group. She lives in
Loveland, Ohio and attends First Baptist Church of
Glen Este.
Tim Heinrich '92 is pastor of First Baptist Church in
Hudson, Michigan. In addition to completing a Bible
comprehensive major at Cedarville College, 'Tim has
studied in Jerusalem at the Institute for Holy Land
Studies. In February 1998, he will be co-hosting a trip
to the Holy Land with his father, Pastor William
Heinrich of Ceres, California. This will be his father's
fifth time traveling to the Holy Land. The senior
Heinrich, a graduate of Grace Seminary, also studied at
the Institute of Holy Land Studies in 1974. The
Heinrich father-son team will lead the group to the Sea
of Galilee, up Masada, through the wilderness by the
Dead Sea, and into Jerusalem, as well as much, much
more. For more information, contact Tim by calling
517-448-6711 or by e-mail at FBCHudson@juno.com.
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Jocelyn Feldman Walters '92
and her husband, Michael, look
forward to the day they will
see their daughter, Suzanne
Nicole, in heaven. On
February 16, 1997, Jocelyn and
Michael welcomed their first
child into the world. Little
Suzanne was immediately
diagnosed with transposition of
the great arteries and transferred to Riley's Children's
Hospital in Indianapolis, Indiana. After three heart
surgeries, doctors offered a good outlook on her life
ahead. But on April 5, Suzanne suffered a massive heart
attack and was pronounced dead on April 6, 1997, at the
age of seven weeks. Jocelyn and Michael pray that their
experience will help others who have had to endure the
pain of losing a child. The Walters reside in Rochester,
Indiana.
Mindy Humble Bankey '93 has been
named legislative liaison at the Ohio
Department of Natural Resources
(ODNR). She has been assistant
legislative liaison at ODNR since
August 1996. Prior to joining ODNR,
she served as legislative assistant for
Ohio State Senator Doug White. Mindy
and her husband, Jeff, reside in
Columbus, Ohio.
John Robertson '93 has joined KPMG Moscow, a
Russian affiliate office of his employer, KPMG Peat
Marwick. During two years in Moscow, John will serve
as an assistant manager working with Russian and
multi-national clients, as well as with the KPMG staff
of over 300 Russians. "I am excited to be joining the
Moscow business community and believe God is
placing me in Russia for His purpose." John has also
chosen to participate as a mission associate with the
Evangelical Free Church Mission. Through this
program, he will work with career missionaries at the
Moscow Bible Church.
Gina Tschanz '93 has completed a bachelor of science
in nursing degree from Tennessee State University. Now
a registered nurse, she is working on the cardiac step-
down unit at Vanderbilt University Medical Center.
Gina lives in Antioch, Tennessee.
John '93 and Jeanette Hansel Warnshuis '93 are
living in Yorkville, Illinois. John recently graduated
from Baptist Bible Seminary in Clarks Summit,
Pennsylvania and is associate pastor at Harvest Baptist
Church in Oswego, Illinois.
Nathan Yoder '93 earned a master of divinity degree
from Asbury Theological Seminary in May 1997. He
has accepted a pastorate in Pennsylvania.
Lance Gentry '94 has graduated from the Master's
Seminary in Los Angeles, California with a master of
divinity degree. He is serving as associate pastor at
Austin Bluffs Evangelical Free Church in Colorado
Springs, Colorado. His wife, Leigh Ann (Gillies '93), is
a registered nurse.
Kim Lakes '94 has earned a master's degree in child
counseling from Wright State University in Dayton,
Ohio. Kim is employed at RGM Psychotherapy
Resources in Kettenng, Ohio. She is also a member of
Far Hills Baptist Church and enjoys working with the
youth group.
Wendy Weyand Hammock '95 earned a master of arts
in Chnstian education degree from The Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary in Louisville, Kentucky.
Commencement exercises were held May 23, 1997.
Wendy is married to Darryl Hammock '94.
Amy Harbeson Haynes '95 and her husband, John,
reside in Orlando, Florida. John works as an IT
specialist for IBM Global Services.
Jason Kinniburgh '96 is a registered nurse at Mayo
Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota.
Chris Melkonian '96 is pursuing a master's degree in
microelectronics at the University of Toledo. He is
gaining valuable experience working as the
microelectronics lab supervisor at the university.
David Mullins '96 has been called as assistant pastor of
Pleasant Hill Baptist Church in Smithville, Ohio. His
primary ministry will be youth and Christian education,
along with general pastoral duties to assist the senior
pastor. Dave and his wife, Crystal, were married in
September 1996.
Jason Stevens '96 has completed his first year of law
school at West Virginia University.
Jeff Breneman '97 is a manufacturing engineer with
Findlex Corporation in Findlay, Ohio.
Robert Emery '97 has joined the Cedarville College
staff as a custodian.
Jessica Griffith '97 has joined the Cedarville College
staff as applications coordinator for the Admissions
Department.
Ir ONL IN CIIRISTIII
Miriam Pressau '83 and Jeff Hixon became one in
Christ May 31, 1997 at First Baptist Church in Evans
City, Pennsylvania. Miriam is employed as a research
study coordinator at the University of Pittsburgh School
of Medicine and Jeff works with his father on the
family dairy farm. The Hixons have made their home
on the family farm near Butler, Pennsylvania.
Connie Thibo '85 and Derek Huff joined their lives
December 14, 1996 in Peoria, Illinois. Following a
honeymoon trip to Jamaica, the Huffs reside in Peoria
where Connie is manager of the wellness program for
Caterpillar, Inc. and Derek is a realtor.
Mark Baker '89 and Yvonne Wu were united in May
1997 in Anhai, Fujian Province, China in a ceremony
combining Chinese and American traditions. Since
receiving his master of arts degree in English literature
from the University of Dayton in 1993, Mark has been a
visiting professor of English at universities in China and
South Korea. Following a two-month sojourn in China,
the Bakers have returned to the states where they will
be living in Seattle, Washington.
Ann Dykes '89 and Michael Sunderland exchanged
wedding vows February 15, 1997 in an outdoor
ceremony at Cypress Gardens, Florida. Michael is a
computer science graduate of Messiah College in
Grantham, Pennsylvania and works as a technical
specialist in the MIS department at Tech Data
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Corporation, and Ann is a registered nurse in the
pediatric emergency room at the University Community
Hospital in Tampa, Florida. The Sunderlands reside in
Brandon, Florida.
Stefanie Swift '90 and Christopher Mayotte celebrated
their wedding October 26, 1996 in Columbus, Ohio.
They traveled to Washington, D.C. for their honeymoon
and now reside in Columbus, where Stefanie is a
Contract Compliance Officer for The Ohio State
University and Chris is a replenishment analyst for the
Bath & Body Works division of The Limited.
Curtis Carr '91 and Kristine Smith
were married October 26, 1996 in
Jamestown, New York. Kristine is a
1992 graduate of Roberts Wesleyan
College and earned her masters
degree in special education from
Mercyhurst College in Erie,
Pennsylvania. After a honeymoon
in Toronto, Canada the Cans, made
their home in Jamestown, New York. Curtis is a news
reporter with WJTN radio station, and Kristine is a
special education teacher in Cassadaga Valley Central
School District.
Brian Blackburn '93 and Lori Gregory exchanged
wedding vows December 31, 1996 in Winchester,
Virginia. The couple honeymooned in San Diego and
Palm Springs, California and have made their home in
Columbus, Ohio. Brian is director of finance and
worship for Finish Line Ministries.
Apryl Hoover '93 and Benjamin Miracle were united in
marriage December 14, 1996. Apryl is a homemaker,
and Benjamin works for the Elyria Police Force in
Elyria, Ohio where they live.
Yolanda Everson '94 and Matthew Lowe became one
in Christ on September 21, 1996. The Lowes reside in
Warren, Ohio where Yolanda is a rehabilitation nurse at
St. Joseph Health Center and Matthew is a music
teacher.
Michelle Yates '94 and John Lee
were wed August 16, 1996 in
Muskegon, Michigan. After their
honeymoon in Cancun, the Lees
returned to Muskegon where
Michelle works as a home health
nurse while she attends Michigan
State University, working towards
her master's as a family nurse
practitioner. John works at Clock Funeral Home and is
also studying to become a physician's assistant.
Kristine Mies '95 and Andrew Reid exchanged
wedding vows July 12, 1997 in Paradise, Pennsylvania.
They are currently living in Glenn Dale, Maryland.
Stephanie Bolsem '96 and Stuart Norman were united
July 19, 1997 at Walnut Ridge Baptist Church in
Waterloo, Iowa. Following a honeymoon in Lake
Geneva, Wisconsin, the Normans have made their home
in Werribee, Australia, where Stephanie is a homemaker,
and Stuart is a substitute teacher while working to
complete his university degree.
Steven Burdette '96 and Carrie Beaty '95 celebrated
their union June 21, 1997. After honeymooning in Maui,
the Burdettes have made their home in Springboro,
Ohio. Steven is a medical student at Wright State
University, and Carrie is an accountant at Roberck.
David Curtis '96 and Amy
Walker '97 exchanged vows
December 28, 1996 in Garland,
Texas. They honeymooned in Hot
Springs, Arkansas before returning
to Cedarville where Amy
completed her degree, and David
continued in his position as adjunct
professor of science and math.
David is planning to attend Wright State University as a
medical student beginning in the fall of 1997.
Bowe Hoy '96 and Kimberly Bandy '97 joined in
marriage June 21, 1997 at Calvary Baptist Church in
Xenia, Ohio. They traveled to Florida and the Bahamas
for their honeymoon and now reside in Fairborn, Ohio.
Bo and Kim both work for The Allegro Group in
Dayton, Ohio.
Jim Rowley '96 and Emily Hodel '97 were wed July
19, 1997 in Springfield, Illinois.
Jennifer Tew '96 and Jeffrey Cremeans were united in
marriage June 28, 1997 in Springfield, Ohio and
currently reside in Enon, Ohio.
Cyndi 'Thompson '96 and Keith
DeLorme were joined in marriage
August 3, 1996. After
honeymooning in Bermuda, the
couple now resides in Bloomfield,
New Jersey. Cyndi is a third grade
teacher at B. rookdale Christian
School where Keith is an
administrative assistant. The
DeLormes are expecting their first
child in November 1997.
Andrew Miller '97 and Julianne Pletcher '97 were
married July 12, 1997 in Tacoma, Washington. Their
wedding was at Northwest Baptist Seminary in the rose
garden. The Millers enjoyed a honeymoon to Canada,
visiting Banff and Lake Louise. They have made their
home in Zion, Illinois where Julianne teaches fifth grade
at Westlake Christian Academy and Andrew is an
accountant at Abbots Laboratories.
Andy Strange '97 and Beth Brubaker '97 began their
lives together June 28, 1997 in Hunlock Creek,
Pennsylvania. They live in Indianapolis, Indiana where
Andy works for Nishida Services.
HANDIWORK°.
OF GOD
Rod '75 and Jeannie Yoder
Robison '76 delight in the
arrival of Jordan Scot on
September 12, 1996. He joins
siblings Jennifer (14) and
David (10) at home in Tucson,
Arizona.
Ray '76N and Sue Rinehart
Moore '76 praise God for His precious
gift of Erin Elizabeth, born
February 26, 1997. She joins a brother,
Kyle (10), at home in Beavercreek,
Ohio. The Moores share, "God gave us
the desire of our hearts and blessed us
with this beautiful baby after nine
years of waiting on Him! We are truly
thankful!"
Mike '80 and Donna Ford Aiken '86 are the joyful
parents of William Duncan, born June 21, 1997.
William joins a sister, Emily (2), at home in Hudson,
Ohio.
Floyd '82 and Karen McHugh Stanfill '82 praise God
for the safe arrival of Seth Aaron one month early on
May 6, 1997. He joins siblings Scott (13), David (11),
and Bethany (8) at home in Bolivar, Ohio.
Vini Jaquery '82 and his wife, Alexandra, are thrilled to
welcome a daughter, Julia, to their family. Born
April 17, 1997, Julia joins Chip and Gabriella at home.
Brian '83 and Laurie Wagner Blair '87 are delighted
to announce the birth of Joel Simeon on June 24, 1997.
He joins Gabrielle (5) and Elliot (2) at home in
Cedarville, Ohio. Brian is assistant to the director of
program operations at CDR Radio.
Jim '83N and Karen Entingh Matson '84 celebrate the
arrival of Ryan Entingh on May 24, 1997. Jim and
Karen both work at Entingh Water Conditioning _in
Dayton, Ohio. The delighted grandparents are Mel '55
and Doris Jarvis Entingh '57N and Becky and David
Matson '60.
Timothy Warren '83 and his wife, Julie, joyfully
announce the birth of a son, Noah Michael, born
March 26, 1997. He joins a sister, Lindsay Hannah (4),
at home in Havana, Florida. Tim is a medical disability
specialist with the Florida Office of Social Security
Disability. The Warrens attend Northwoods Baptist
Church, where Tim teaches a Bible doctrine and
theology class. Julie is involved in the women's
ministry, music ministry, and hospitality ministry.
Will Pratz '84 and his wife, Nancy, happily welcome
Noah Clifton, born May 28, 1997. He joins Josalyn,
Zachary, Elysia, Gabrielle, and Alexandra at home in
Riverview, Florida.
Richard Manuel '85 and his
wife, Ellen, rejoice in the arrival
of Dakotah Grace on May 17,
1997. She was welcomed into the
family by brothers Luke (3) and
Zeke (2). Rik is a defense
contractor in the Omaha,
Nebraska area, and Ellen cares
for the three children at home.
Pam Woods Knuutila '86 and her husband, Jim, share
their delight in the birth of Timothy James on May 21,
1997. Timothy joins a sister, Alissa (7), at home in
Willseyville, New York.
Jerry Robbins '86 and his wife, Julie, are pleased to
welcome Benjamin Paul to their family in Centerville,
Ohio. Benjamin was born June 8, 1997. Jerry is the
owner and president of Sonrise Window Cleaning.
Sherry Rotramel Bouquet '87 and
her husband, John, praise God for
His gift of Brandon Lawrence. Born
June 11, 1997, Brandon joins
brothers Andre (5) and Austin (2),
who are eager to play ball with him!
Sherry serves on the Cedarville
College Board of Trustees.
Dan '87 and Donna Snyder Morris '87 delight in the
birth of Mitchell Douglas on June 27, 1997. The Morris
family, which also includes Daniel (7), Raymond (5),
and Adessa (2), resides in Marietta, Ohio.
Kara Ray Preston '87 and her husband, Joseph, rejoice
in the arrival of Joshua Brent on March 16, 1997. Joshua
joins Heather (16), Jason (15), and Candice (13) at home
in Batesville, Indiana.
Caryn Barber Bowser '88 and
her husband, Jody, delight in the
addition of Madison Carrin to their
family. Born October 29, 1995,
she was welcomed by brothers
Jay (6) and Jesse (3). Caryn enjoys
caring for the children at home,
and Jody is the director of high
school ministries at The Chapel in
Akron, Ohio.
Todd Dowden '88 and his wife,
Karen, celebrate the birth of Emily
Anne on April 2, 1997. The Dowdens
reside in Elgin, Illinois.
Richard '88 and Pamela Moon
Haywood '88 are happy to announce
the birth of Devin Richard on May 10,
1997. David (6) and Douglas (4)
welcomed him home in Canaseraga, New York.
Robert '88 and Jill Mitchell Kinney '90N are delighted
to welcome Mitchell Robert, born April 3, 1997. A
brother, Nate (3), welcomed him home in Cedarville,
Ohio. Bob works as an environmental engineer in
Dayton, Ohio.
Michele Reed Kuzmic '88N and her husband, Gregory,
announce the addition of James Reed to their family.
Born April 4, 1997, James is welcomed by a sister,
Sarah (2). Michele cares for the children at home, while
Gregory is a software support analyst at Enterprise
Computer Systems in Greenville, South Carolina.
Mary Ritenour Meiklejohn '88 and her husband,
Robert, delight in the arrival of Hannah Elizabeth on
February 15, 1997. Both Robert and Mary are sheriff
deputies in Montgomery County, Maryland.
Richard '89 and Heidi Petros 1Danhof '88 share the joy
in the birth of Zachary David on April 11, 1997. He
joins big brother, Luke (2), at home in Centerville, Ohio.
Richard isemployed by NCR.
Dick '89 and Kendra Williams
Dray '92 celebrate the latest addition
to their family, Danae Grace. Born
January 31, 1997, she joins brother
Joshua Jaye (2). The Drays reside in
Pottersville, New York.
Greg '89 and Becky Snyder
O'Dell '86 are thrilled to announce
the arrival of Stefan Gregory on
February 19, 1997. He joins sisters Jerusha (4) and
Mesha (2) at home in Struthers, Ohio, where Greg is
associate and youth pastor at Evangel Baptist Church.
Tim '89 and Amy DeCook Royer '89 rejoice in the
birth of Elisabeth Joy on July 8, 1997. Elise joins
siblings Joe and Kate at home in Grandville, Michigan.
Norm Russell '89 and his wife, Amy, welcome the birth
of Andrew John on February 18, 1997. He is welcomed
home by a brother, Marc (2). Norm is a police officer in
Columbus, Ohio and is pursuing a master of business
administration degree at Franklin University.
Kevin Schleinitz '89 and his wife, Hope, celebrate the
arrival of Mackenzie Hope on January 26, 1997. Kevin
is a sales manager with ChemStation. The family of
three resides in Springfield, Ohio.
Bart Sheridan '89N and his wife, Sandy, are the joyful
parents of Nathan Bartholomew, born July 5, 1997. The
Sheridans reside in Cedarville, Ohio and attend Grace
Baptist Church.
Trenton '89 and Dana Lachmiller Stokes '89 praise
God for His gift of Timothy Daniel on April 25, 1997.
He joins brothers Brent (4) and Shaun (2).
Andy '90 and Meredith Clements Bidlen '92 rejoice in
the arrival of Mallory Erin on July 3, 1997. Mallory
joins a brother, Drew (2), at home in Brunswick, Ohio.
Andy is an information consultant with Network
Compatibility Group.
David '90 and Michele Carlyss
Conner '90 happily announce the
birth of Michael Alexander, born
December 14, 1996. The Conners
reside in Bloomington, Indiana, where
David is audit manager for George S.
Olive and Company.
Angie Huesteol Foster '90 and her husband, Jerry,
celebrate the arrival of Brooke Elaine on March 22,
1997. She is welcomed by a sister, Morgan (2). The
Fosters live in Goodrich, Michigan.
Bobby '90 and Sara Sweetland Hile '92 praise God for
His gift of Andrew Paul, born July 2, 1997. Andrew
ijoins a sister, Abigail (2), at home n Durban, South
Africa, where the Sweetlands are missionaries.
Gary Hoag '90 and his wife, Jenni,
delight in the birth of Sophie Victoria
on May 17, 1997. She arrived one
month early, but the Hoags share, "God
demonstrated His strength and
goodness each day, and we praise Him
for blessing us with another healthy
child." Sophie joins a brother, Sammy,
at home in Anaheim, California.
Kerry '90N and Sandy Schwartz Kendrick '90
joyfully welcome the addition of a daughter, Courtney
Lauren, on September 18, 1996. She joins Katie (3) at
home in Teays Valley, West Virginia. The Kendricks
moved to West Virginia when Kerry opened Kendrick
Dental Care in August 1996.
Pete '90 and Ann Nicholson Savard '90 happily
announce the arrival of Emily Louise on November 4,
1996. She joins a sister, Sara (4). Pete is a clinical
manager in the emergency department at Children's
Medical Center in Dayton, Ohio. Ann keeps busy with
the girls at home in New Carlisle, Ohio.
Burlin '90 and Rebecca Malcolm
Sherrick '90 rejoice in the birth of
Benjamin Daniel on March 4, 1997.
Sisters Amber (7), Anna (5), and
Abigail (2) are enjoying their new
brother at home in Elida, Ohio.
Brad '91 and Shannon Wilson
Krater '93N praise God for His gift
of Adrienne McCray, born May 16, 1997. She joins a
brother, Jared (3), at home in Altoona, Pennsylvania.
Joe '92 and Bethany Williams Mason '91 delight in
the blessing of Jennifer Ruth, born July 18, 1997.
Jennifer was welcomed by a sister, Abigail (2). The
Masons have recently moved into a house in Concord,
Michigan.
Diane Mitchell Pruett '91 and her
husband, Joseph, rejoice in the birth of
Joseph Michael on April 1, 1997. Diane
is a nurse in childbirth education, and
Joseph works for the Illinois
Department of Corrections. The Pruetts
reside in Pocahontas, Illinois.
Steve '91 and Traci Barker Ross '94N share their joy
in the arrival of Noah Wilson, born October 22, 1996.
Steve is director of finance for Berean Mission in
St. Louis, Missouri. The Ross family resides in
Belleville, Illinois.
Renee Winters Dockery '92N and her
husband, Craig, welcome the addition
of Kyle Benjamin to their family. Born
December 20, 1996, Kyle has a sister,
Brittany (2) at home in Burton,
Michigan and a brother, Justin, in
Heaven.
Larry '92N and Kate Rockey
Gross '91 are pleased to announce
the birth of Kaitlyn Michelle. She
arrived July 23, 1996 and was
welcomed -by sister Elya (3). The
Gross family resides in a Victorian
style home in Pullman, Washington
and welcomes houseguests!
Bill '92 and Shelley Kincaid
Hauter '93 rejoice in the arrival of
Aubrey Lanae on January 19, 1997.
In May 1997, Bill graduated from
University of Illinois College of
Medicine at Peoria. He began a
three-year residency in emergency
medicine at Methodist Hospital in
Indianapolis, Indiana. Shelley works part-time as a
registered nurse in the emergency department at
Methodist Hospital also.
Timothy '92 and Susan Shimp
Heinrich '94 are pleased to
announce the birth of Samantha
Joelle. Born May 8, 1997, Samantha
joins Janae (2) at home in Hudson,
Michigan. Tim is the pastor of First
Baptist Church in Hudson, where he
was ordained in June 1997. Susan
gives music lessons in their home.
Tracy '92 and Heidi Pfahler Stringer '92 celebrate the
arrival of Ethan Jeremiah on June 5, 1997. Tracy is
employed at Milton Federal Savings Bank. The Stringers
reside in Brookville, Ohio.
biddr
Chad '93 and Kristi Walker
Coe '95 rejoice in God's gift of
Caleb Michael, born May 8, 1997.
The Coe family resides in Auburn,
Indiana, where Chad is youth
pastor at Lakewood Park Baptist
Church.
Henry '93 and Shelly Souza Roy '93 joyfully
welcome Jackson Myles to their family in East
Taunton, Massachusetts. Born April 10, 1997, Jackson
is their first child. Henry is a financial consultant for
Merrill Lynch.
Paul '94 and Kim Stitzel
Pirrie '95 celebrate the birth of
Rebecca Jane on April 16, 1997.
Becca joins a brother,
Benjamin (2). The Pirries reside in
Sioux City, Iowa, where Paul
teaches fourth grade and is a part-
time youth pastor in their church.
Cindy Gannon Storer '94 and her husband, Jeff,
delight in the arrival of Victoria Renee on May 4,
1997. They reside in Springfield, Ohio.
Randy '97 and Stephanie
Manning Halverson '94 welcome
the birth of Stephan Jacob on
July 4, 1997. Stephan joins Joey (6)
and Rachel (1) at home in
Cedarville, Ohio.
FIELD
Dave '65 and Barb Blackburn Taylor '64 praise God
for 25 years of service in Sao Paulo, Brazil. They
rejoice in the privilege to work in four churches and
three congregations. In June 1997, a Brazilian pastor
was called to serve at the church where they have been
ministering. The Taylors will reside in Cedarville,
Ohio, during their 1997-98 furlough.
Joyce Rudduck '66 is on furlough from her ministry
in Bangladesh with Association of Baptists for World
Evangelism (ABWE). She is eager to share with
family, friends, and supporters all that God is doing,
especially in the Baptist Bible College of Bangladesh
and Memorial Christian School.
Dan Lacey '68 and his wife, Betty, are church-
planting missionaries with Baptist Mid-Missions in
France. They are excited that their church has arrived
at a place where a French national pastor will soon be
called. Please pray for the church during this time of
growth and transition.
John Rueck '68 and his wife, Faye, are missionaries
with Child Evangelism Fellowship in Hungary. They
are working in Miskolc, a city of about 200,000.
Byron '68 and Libby Ross
Shearer '70N ('84) are
missionaries with Evangelical
Baptist Mission, equipping church
leaders in Russia and eastern
Europe. In September 1997, Byron
will travel to Moscow with David
Kisner '78, pastor of Washington Heights Baptist
Church in Dayton, Ohio, and Eric Mounts '81, pastor
of Southgate Baptist Church in Springfield, Ohio. In
one week, they will spend 30 hours training Russian
national pastors from 13 church-planting centers across
western Russia. The teaching will focus on four
areas—doctrine, church program mechanics,
bibliology and hermeneutics, and personal spiritual
life. In October 1997, those pastors will then teach the
same material to other pastors in their home cities.
Byron eagerly explains, "This is II Timothy 2:2 lived
out in a unique way: 'And the things that thou hast
heard of me..., the same commit thou to faithful men,
who shall be able to teach others also' (KJV)." The
Shearers are living in Cedarville, Ohio while they raise
their support for ministry.
Paul Beck '76 and his wife, Becky, have begun a year
of home assignment in Dolton, Illinois. As
missionaries with CBInternational in the Philippines,
Paul teaches and ministers at Faith Academy. Their
daughter, Abigail, will be a freshman at Cedarville
College this fall.
Patty Neely Zemmer '76N and her husband, Dave,
rejoice that April 6, 1997 was the official inauguration
of services at Berean Baptist Church in Barreiras,
Brazil, where they serve with ABWE. In June 1997,
the Zemmers returned to the United States for a time
of furlough. They are living in Grand Rapids,
Michigan.
Gary Storm '77 and his wife, Nancy, are missionaries
at Scioto Hills Baptist Camp in Wheelersburg, Ohio.
They rejoice in God's faithfulness in providing
volunteer workers. Among other tasks, various groups
helped to add a porch onto the dining hall, build a
pavilion, install an RV hook-up site for volunteers and
family campers, put in a storage area for tractors and hay
wagons, and put in a 1,500-foot water line.
Kent Craig %0 and his wife, Kelly, are missionaries in
the Philippines. In May 1997, the Craigs attended the
23rd biennial conference of the Association of
Fundamental Baptist-Churches in the Philippines, a
national fellowship of 1,400 churches. In .Tune, they
welcomed the Cedarville College Athletes for Christ
team for a month-long nationwide tour of basketball
evangelism. In a recent prayer letter, Craig shares, "The
exhibition basketball games with local college and
selection teams represents an effective method for
assembling large crowds of people. The halftime
singing, testifying and preaching, and the postgame
witnessing has produced much abiding fruit during the
past 27 years of Athletes for Christ ministry."
Lois Gelatt Sexton '83 and her husband, Carl, are
church-planting missionaries with ABWE in Buenos
Aires, Argentina. They praise God for the spiritual
growth experienced at San Miguel Baptist Church during
their year of furlough. The church has begun
construction on a building with the help of volunteer
work teams from churches in the United States. The
Sextons have three boys, Caleb, Mark, and Nicolas.
Kirk '84 and Joyce Pycraft Wesselink '85 are
missionaries in New Mexico with Baptist Church
Planters. Seven years ago, they went to the desert
surrounding Albuquerque and prayed that God would
give them people and a building. After doing some
research, they found where the school system would
build a school in three years. Then they contacted the
local builders to find out where they would be building
homes in three years. Armed with this information, they
located near the area in Rio Rancho, purchased property
for a thurch building, and began a Bible study. The
result of God's blessing, Charity Baptist Church now
averages more than 90 people in attendance. The land
and their new facility is debt-free. The church became a
part of the General Association of Regular Baptist
Churches (GARBC) in 1993. The Wesselinks have
begun to see God direct them toward the next church
plant on the west side of Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Jonathan '90 and Lori Rogers Haskell '90 were
comissioned for missionary service on June 27, 1997 at
Calvary Baptist Church in Findlay, Ohio. They are
preparing for sports evangelism ministry with ABWE in
Budapest, Hungary.
Kerry Anderson '95 is preparing for full-time ministry
in Brazil, where he grew up as the child of missionaries.
In August 1997, Kerry left for a short-term missions trip
that will help him adjust back into the culture, become
better acquainted with fellow Brazilian workers, and
familiarize him with the ministry.
FMK M E M Olffigrin
Eleanor Lackey Mitchener '23N passed on to glory
August 7, 1997 at the age of 95. She attended Cedarville
for two years and graduated with honors from
Monmouth College (Illinois) in 1923. A resident of
Springfield, Ohio, her teaching career spanned nearly 38
years.
Lois Estle '28 joined her Savior in the summer of 1997
at age 91. Lois lived in Springfield, Ohio and was a
member of Clifton United Presbyterian Church.
Eleanor Cooley Finney '37 went to
be with the Lord August 18, 1997 at
the age of 80. Born in 1917, she has
been a faithful friend to Cedarville
College for more than 60 years. She
rarely missed an activity of the
Heritage Alumni, joining friends and
former classmates for the annual
Cedar Day Luncheon and Homecoming reunions.
Eleanor's reliable memory was invaluable in updating
alumni records and reviewing Cedarville history. In
1986, she was recognized as Cedarville College Alumna
of the Year. An active member in the local chapter of the
Daughters of the American Revolution, as well as other
community clubs, Eleanor was known for her hard work
and contagious enthusiasm. For many years, she served
as a youth worker and Sunday school teacher at
Cedarville United Presbyterian Church.
Dr. Loren Tomlinson '37 passed on to glory June 16,
1997. He was professor emeritus at The Ohio State
University and taught in the College of Education.
Robert Rader '50 went to be with the Lord April 5,
1997. Our condolences are offered to his wife, Lucille,
living in Paso Robles, California.
Carol Bruder Miller '71 was ushered into glory June 1,
1997. She died of liver failure. Our sympathies extend to
her husband, Terry '65, and family living in Columbus,
Ohio.
Kelly Seljan '97N went to be with her Savior July 27,
1997, one week after a car accident. Our heartfelt
condolences extend to her sister Kim '91; her brother,
Todd '94; her parents, John and Patricia Hussey
Seljan '72N, of Westlake, Ohio; and her uncle and aunt
John '67 and Ruth Hussey Hess '67.
Beloved Professor Called Home
Austin Elmore, age 87
June 15, 1997
• B.A. from Wabash College, Indiana
• Master's in Biological Sciences from Indiana University
• Professor Emeritus at Cedarville College, retiring in 1987
• Pastor for 27 years in Oklahoma and Indiana
• Member of Grace Baptist Church in Cedarville
• Member of Creation Research Society
Our deepest sympathies are offered to his wife,
Marabeth Shelton Elmore, to whom he had been













27 at Walsh University
28 at Malone College
October
3 SHAWNEE STATE UNIVERSITY
8 at University of Findlay
10 at Ohio Dominican College
12 at St. Francis Tournament
15 UNIVERSITY OF FINDLAY
18-19 at NCCAA Districts




31 at University of Rio Grande
November
1-2 at NCCAA Nationals
5 at Central State University
7 MT. VERNON NAZARENE COLLEGE
9 at Huntington College Tournament
15-16 at MOC Tournament
September
23 WITTENBERG UNIVERSITY





11 at Malone College
15 UNIVERSITY OF RIO GRANDE
18 PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF BIBLE
22 at Ohio Dominican College
25 OTTERBEIN COLLEGE




23 at Bluffton College
27 at Huntington College
October
4 at Indiana Wesleyan University
at Wilmington College




25 at Marian College (club)
29 WALSH UNIVERSITY
November







(John Bryan State Park) 10:00W,10:40M
October
7:00 10 at Ohio Intercollegiate
7:00 (Delaware, Ohio) 10:00W,10:40M
7:00 18 at Rochester Invitational
9:30 a.m. (Rochester, New York) 11:00W,12:00M
7:00
TBA November
7:00 1 at Mid-Ohio Conference Championship
7:00 (Walsh University/Canton, Ohio) 10:15W,11:00M
1:00 8 NCCAA NATIONALS
7:00 (John Bryan State Park) 10:00W,11:00M































14 at Davis & Elkins Tournament
15 at Davis & Elkins Tournament
18 at Taylor University (Upland, Indiana)
21-22 CEDARVILLE INVITATIONAL
(Central State, Georgetown, Grace)







7-8 WILBERFORCE/CEDARVILLE CLASSIC 6:00,8:00
Nov. 7 at Wilberforce, Nov. 8 at Cedarville
(Niagara College, Lambton College)
11 UNIV. OF MICHIGAN-DEARBORN 7:30
15 TEMPLE BAPTIST COLLEGE 7:30
21-22 CEDARVILLE INVITATIONAL 6:00,8:00
(Wilberforce, Asbury, Multnomah Bible)
25 at Ashland University 7:30
28-29 THANKSGIVING TOURNEY 6:00,8:00
(IU-East, College of WV, Temple Baptist) 2:00,4:00
*Home games appear in capital letters.
